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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like happy cows from California!

Wednesday, April 9, 2008

“5-3 and 2-4 are the same diff...
wait...I mean, the ABSOLUTE
VALUE of 2-4 are the same
difference.”
~Ryan Wilkerson

Ask That
Business Major
Guy
By Tim Kotula ~ Daily Bull

Welcome to the first (and
possibly last) installment
of “Ask That Business Major
Guy”, an advice column
based on the collected
wisdom of yours truly.
This week, I received an email from an anonymous
student who identified
him/herself as a 3 rd year
BA-Accounting major. He
or she writes…

Exactly why is it that everyone here thinks business
majors are so dumb?
Sincerely,
Anonymous
You go to Tech. Next question…
Oh, you wanted the full answer? Well, OK. As I’m sure
...see SERIOUS BIZNESS on back

Harry Potter: A Giant Conspiracy
By Tim Kotula ~ Daily Bull

So you thought this cute series of
children’s novels was merely another
cliché, innocent-looking work of fantasy? Think again.
“But little Timmy loves reading Harry
Potter!” you exclaim. “Surely anything
that encourages him to read something other than the Halo 3 Cheats
Guide must be a good thing.”

Ever notice how the wizards within the
Harry Potter storyline are all contained
within a small world of self-importance, saving the earth from “evil” as
if they are the only ones capable of
doing so? I mean, seriously. The novels even refer to non-magical people
as “Muggles”, which clearly teaches
readers that the use of racial slurs is
perfectly acceptable.

While it may be true that anything
that steers little Timmy away from the
foul pits of Halo addiction seems like
a gift from the invisible man in my
sock drawer, we must consider a few
things:

There’s also the issue of Voldemort
running around proclaiming that
all wizards must be ‘purebloods’. So
again, this notion of a superior race
pops up constantly throughout the
novels. As much as I admire a guy capable of murdering his way the top, ol’
1. Your child isn’t named Timmy, is Voldy (and by extension, Rowling) was
he?
definitely wrong on this one. To me,
2. You’re a naïve, 19 year-old unwed it seems that it would only promote
mother, aren’t you?
inbreeding, and last time I checked,
3. I thought so.
that’s a pretty bad idea; just ask the
British royal family.
Now that we’ve cleared that up, let
us consider why Harry Potter is actu- What’s more, it turns out that J.K.
ally a dangerous, subversive work of Rowling’s father’s best friend’s aunt’s
– you guessed it – white supremacist old college roommate’s sister’s fiance
indoctrination. Indeed, wizards bra- attended a meeting of the Klan during
zenly bill themselves as the superior what he claims was “a difficult, confusrace throughout the entire course of ing time in my young life.” AH-HA! If
the story.
this evidence doesn’t clearly link Ms.
...see It’s so Magical! title on back

I survived the Rock Wars of 2050. Beat that.

The Steaming Pile

Straight from you-know-where!
Reasons I’m Staying in Houghton For a Third Summer
It’s not Detroit

Working on my monitor tan

Beautiful beaches and hot women
(Ha!)

I love laughing at stupid tourists

To work on dat dem der Yooper accent, eh?
Cheap bars
To go shaft hunting
Starting a wife-grabbing service
Punishment from the Chicago mafia
don
Field testing new bug sprays for OFF™

The voices told me to
Lost a bet with Satan
Developing my plan to crack the
Lode’s safe
Constructing a secretive religious
compound
I’m an undercover agent (oops)
Working for Colbert’s campaign
Filming “Blair Witch 3”

Vibrant setting to develop Bull article
topics

To stalk that special someone <3

Growing “special hay” on the Back 40

Because I’m an idiot

...It’s so Magical! from front ‘Charm work’, huh? To think that J.’K.
Rowling with the white suprema- K.K.’ Rowling thought she could put
cist movement, I don’t know what the wool right over our eyes!! But
does.
there’s more:

Perhaps even more astounding is the
author’s shocking use of double-entendres throughout the series, in an
attempt to instill lust in the hearts of
our young children. A quick Google
search revealed that someone had
apparently done my detective work
for me. Let us take the word wand.
By simply replacing the ‘d’ with a ‘g’
to transform it into the word wang,
we can create dialogues at various
points throughout the storyline
certain to raise eyebrows:

“Yes, yes. I thought I’d be seeing
you soon. Harry Potter.” It wasn’t a
question. “You have your mother’s
eyes. It seems only yesterday she
was in here herself, buying her first
wang. Ten and a quarter inches
long, swishy, made of willow. Nice
wang for charm work.”
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So the next time you see a child pick
up a Harry Potter book, I advise you
to snatch it from their hands, salt
it thoroughly, and burn it at once.
Oops, gotta run – my 11 year-old
cousin’s birthday party starts in an
hour. I can’t wait to see the look on
her face when she opens the copy
of Grand Theft Auto III she wanted
for her Xbox 360.

The troll couldn’t feel Harry hanging
there, but even a troll will notice if
you stick a long bit of wood up its
nose, and Harry’s wang had still
been in his hand when he’d jumped
- it had gone straight up one of the
... SERIOUS BIZNESS from front
troll’s nostrils.
you know, this campus is loaded
with snotty, pimply engineers.
What’s this?! Bestiality?!?! Indeed, Now, because a handful of them
Ms. Rowling is a very, very dirty are capable of doing volumes of
woman playing an incredibly sick useless, purely theoretical mathjoke on us all.
ematics, they seem to think that

makes them superior to everyone
else. The fact of the matter is, business majors control a company’s
pocketbook and make the major
decisions – he or she who controls
the flow of money is the person truly
in command.

Another faithful reader from the
Forestry department asks…

So be proud that you are a business
major! In reality, engineers are just
jealous of the fact that we have a
surprisingly large number of actual
women in our department, whereas
the closest most of them will ever
come to ‘making it’ involves simulations with robots or blow-up dolls,
if you get my drift.

Sincerely,
Tree-Hugger

Being a business major, perhaps
you’d be able to define what a company means when they tell you to
dress ‘business casual’?

Well Tree-Hugger, as I’m sure you
and most other people are aware,
the definition of ‘business casual’
attire is pretty loose. In all honesty,
it depends on your chosen occupation. So for forestry majors, fig leaf
designs which reveal nothing more
than 6” above the kneecap are likely
acceptable as standard office attire
– the only mud that should be visible must be on your hands and feet,
and you must wear your standard-issue Forestry Major Hemp Sandals™.
As my present occupation is that
of a geeky humor columnist, my
business casual wardrobe consists
primarily of a few Weird Al t-shirts,
a number of hoodies featuring witty
slogans from Oscar Wilde, and jeans
with a couple of tasteful shreds plus
a small dab of cafeteria tomato
sauce on the left thigh. Naturally,
shoes and socks are optional.

Have a question for That Business
Major Guy? You’ll have to buy something first.

The Daily Bull would like to thank the Daily Bull for
buying our own damn printer that this publication
is printed on. We would also like to thank the
Student Activity Fee for helping to pay for our
paper and toner costs.

Advertising inquiries should be
directed to bullads@mtu.edu.
Questions, comments & concerns
should be directed to bull@mtu.edu.

Join the Bull or our amalgamation
of mini-bulls will devour you. Every
Wednesday, Walker, 9pm. Be there.

